Friends of Wolfhall Newsletter 2 - Spring 2018

The weather is warming up at last and we are looking forward to the gardens blooming at Wolfhall over the
next few months. We've been working hard over the winter and you can read about our progress below.
Thank you to those who came out to see the beautiful snowdrops in February. I hope you agree they made a
wonderful display and although it was cold, it wasn't raining! It was also a great opportunity for Friends to
see the work being done, talk to volunteers and committee members as well as having a wander round the
garden.
The scaffolding is still up on the house whilst the roof is being replaced but we're expecting it to come down
in May. In the meantime we aim to make use of the scaffolding to paint the window frames. Some are in a
poor state and these will be repaired to protect them from further deterioration.

Alice Macaire has been busy in the house. With a team of helpers including Dominic Bruce-Binney they have
transformed several rooms to a more liveable condition. It will make it a lot more comfortable for Dominic
and Orlando.

Also in the newsletter is some information about the members of our committee. We thought it would be
helpful to you to know who everyone is and about their role on the committee. We've also got some news
about a new honorary member.

We've got some events lined up for the summer so please make sure you put them in your diary. We hope
you enjoy the newsletter and look forward to seeing you soon.

Best wishes
The Friends of Wolfhall Committee

A NOTE FROM DOMINIC BRUCE-BINNEY
Hello Friends

I would like to say a huge thank you for all of the help and support we have received this past year. It has
been truly incredible. I would especially like to give thanks to all of those very kind and talented people that
gave their time to make our event last summer so special.

Work on the wildflower meadow is continuing, new trees have been planted in the orchard and using
historical maps we have started reinstating a parterre. A big thank you to all the very kind people that have
given their time and energy helping us in the garden. There is still a lot of work to do but already the
transformation is remarkable and we are all very excited at the prospect of restoring the Gardens at Wolfhall
to resemble what they may have looked like in the 1500s.

Over these past 12 months it has been an amazing privilege and honour for me to have met and worked
among such passionate and dedicated people. It still has not quite sunk in that I have lived here for so many
years and have been completely oblivious to what is beneath the ground. I very much look forward to the
archaeological investigations to start again this season and we can keep piecing together more of the
puzzle. On that note we are looking forward to sharing some exclusive new information about Wolfhall and
the Seymours in the near future.

We are saying goodbye to Alice Macaire who will be stepping down as Chairman of The Friends of Wolfhall.
Alice has been responsible for many of the positive changes and efforts to uplift and revive Wolfhall.

She has worked tirelessly for many months and her work has been absolutely invaluable. We could never
have come this far without her. We are so lucky and forever grateful to have had her working with us. We
wish Alice all the very best on her new adventure and already we can't wait until she comes back to visit.
Take care all,
Dominic Bruce-Binney

The Gardens
Our team of volunteer gardeners have been working hard over the winter months clearing overgrown
vegetation and digging out paths. We now have the footprint of the box garden marked out and are just
waiting for confirmation on the date of bricks found under the grass from our archaeologist Robin Holley.
Depending on the date they may be incorporated into the garden design. As soon as the weather warms
up we will be planting the hedging.
The team have also been marking out a grid on a cleared area in which to recreate the wildflower meadow
that was present in the Tudor period. Jessie VanBeck (above right) was out in the freezing cold during the
visit of the “Beast from the East” marking out with rods and string. It was a lot colder than it looks!

THANK YOU! All of this work has been made possible from donations and subscriptions made by The
Friends of Wolfhall who joined at our launch event in June 2017 and from new Friends who have joined
throughout the year. We can't thank you enough and look forward to a wonderful display of blooms in the
summer.

Carol McGrath
We were delighted to receive the following email from author Carol McGrath (above):
"I had no idea Wolfhall still existed. I would love to visit. I have written a very successful novel
about Thomas Cromwell's early career and his marriage from the point of view of his wife,
Elizabeth, nee Wykes. It was inspired by Wolfhall because I wrote about that novel on my
creative writing PhD thesis at Royal Holloway. My book ‘The Woman in the Shadows’ has been
endorsed by Tracy Borman and Suzannah Dunn amongst other very fine writers. At the moment I
am committed to writing about three medieval She Wolf queens but then intend to write a
partner novel to ‘The Woman in the Shadows’ which will be about Elizabeth Seymour. The
contact with the real Wolfhall would be invaluable."

We invited Carol to Wolfhall on 26th March and she enjoyed a tour around the house and grounds. The
highlight was when she was introduced to members of the family (and Seymour descendants), Orlando and
Dominic Bruce-Binney. Her excitement and joy was palpable. She was totally in awe and thought that
Orlando looked like Edward Seymour! You can read about her visit in her own words by clicking the link
below:
http://scribbling-inthemargins.blogspot.co.uk/2018/03/a-visit-to-wolf-hall.html?spref=tw

New Committee Member

We are pleased to announce that Dame Hilary Mantel has proudly accepted our invitation to become
an Honorary Committee member. Dame Hilary is looking forward to learning more about the project
and attending events where possible.

Upcoming Events
SAVE THE DATES!
We will be holding an Open Day
at Wolfhall on

Saturday 21st July 2018
NOW Saturday 11th August 2018

More details to follow!

BURBAGE GALA WEEK
We have been approached by Burbage Parish Council to take part in their annual Gala Week which we
happily accepted. We will have a stall in the Village Hall on

Thursday 12th July 2018
where we can showcase the work on the house and garden as well as tell people more about Jane
Seymour, the family and Wolfhall. We would like people to bring along any old photos, memorabilia or
stories connected with Wolfhall or the family to add to our knowledge of more recent times.

Tottenham House Planning Application

There is a planning application relating to Tottenham House and Park, just to the north of Wolfhall. This
mammoth application, with over 300 supporting documents, seeks to restore the partly ruinous Grade 1
Tottenham House, first built about 1575, and totally remodelled from 1715 and again in 1820. While the
need to restore this house is accepted, the applicants seem to have overlooked the fact that Tottenham Park
was indeed just a part of Wolfhall Manor, and carved from its very estate.

The application seeks to fund the

works by establishing further major mansion-scale developments with helicopter facilities, including two in
the valley just beside Wolfhall.
The Friends of Wolfhall have objected, and our detailed submission is here:

https://unidoc.wiltshire.gov.uk/UniDoc/Document/File/MTcvMTI0NjEvRlVMLDExMzU0MDk=

FRIENDS OF WOLFHALL COMMITTEE MEMBERS
HONORARY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The Rt. Honourable, His Grace The Duke of Somerset
Patriarch of the Seymour Family
Dame Hilary Mantel
Booker Prize Winning Author of "Wolf Hall" and "Bring Up The Bodies"
The Rt. Hon. The Countess Bathurst
Historic Homes Advisor
Mr Christopher Moran
Advice on ownership of a Tudor Mansion - Crosby Hall London

DOMINIC AND ORLANDO BRUCE-BINNEY - Owners of Wolfhall (with siblings)
Dominic gave up his job to concentrate solely on the renovation and revival of Wolfhall. He works extremely
hard on all aspects of the project and his door is always open. He welcomes the many committee members
and volunteers into his home and lets us get on with the job in hand. Orlando is still working but helps out
with the project in his spare time and also sits in on committee meetings to advise on forward planning. We
all appreciate their generosity, humility and hospitality.

ALICE MACAIRE – Chair until 15th April 2018
With a background in project management, a passion for Tudor history, architectural & garden renovations, when
Alice met the young Bruce-Binney family and saw the challenges they faced having inherited their deeply historic
home, it was impossible for her not to offer to help. She called on friends & people whose skills she admired, &
quickly gathered together an extraordinary team of highly talented advisors & volunteers that have become the
committee of "Friends of Wolfhall". Chairman of Friends of Wolfhall, Strategic Advisor to INTO (the international
wing of National Trust), Trustee of the Greenbelt Movement, Advisor to Sir Tim Berners-Lee (Inventor of the World
Wide Web), Founder of Friends of Karura Forest Kenya. Married to Diplomat Robert Macaire CMG.

DEBS MELSOM – Joint Chair from 16th April 2018
Debs was born with a map in her hand! Historic mapping is her greatest passion! As well as being a full-time
Geographic Information System (GIS) Analyst by day for Historic England with a background in IT, archaeology
and history, Debs wears many hats with regards to Wolfhall. She looks after our social media (Twitter &
Facebook) & website https://realwolfhall.com/ is a member of the archaeology team & looks after the history handouts, storyboards & photography. Debs was the co-photographer of the ‘Devizes Through Time’ local history book,
is a qualified tour guide & local historian & is Consultant Historian for nearby Littlecote House (having been
associated with the house since she was six years old) appearing on BBC2 discussing the house & family. She is
also a master family tree researcher. She also helps with events, admin & generally anything else she can!

DEE ATKINSON – Joint Chair from 16th April 2018
Dee grew up in a beautiful hamlet in Wiltshire in a farming background. At the age of thirteen she knew that she
wanted to become a Police Officer & in 1980 joined the Metropolitan Police Force & completed just over 33 years
before retiring. As a young girl & visiting The Tower of London, Dee always had a strong interest in the Tudor
times & is looking forward to being a part of this exciting adventure. Dee advises on legal matters & also lends a
hand wherever she can, whether that’s gardening, events or cleaning.

GRAHAM BATHE - Historical Advisor
Graham Bathe retired from 40 years work in wildlife conservation to concentrate on historical research. He is
chairman of Britain’s oldest conservation body (founded 1865), now called the Open Spaces Society. He has
conducted an intensive 20-year study of Savernake based on original handwritten documentation dating from the
1100s onwards, which provides the context for historical research into Wolfhall & the Seymours.

ROBIN HOLLEY - Archaeology Advisor
Robin is an active archaeologist who has worked on over 300 excavations, many of which he has led,
ranging from pre-historic to Tudor. He is Director of Archaeology of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological
Society, and was founder of the Archaeological and Historic Landscape Research Group. He has authored
over a hundred reports detailing the results of excavations. In addition to Wolfhall, he has been actively
engaged in studying sites connected with the Seymour family, in the Savernake, Bedwyn and Easton Royal
area, for over ten years.

JACKIE LLEWELYN-BOWEN - Marketing Advisor
Despite the best efforts of her parents, Jackie survived a diplomatic childhood in 1960s Africa, Germany and
Brussels. She is a linguist with a diploma from the Sorbonne and a graduate of Manchester University. Jackie
is a highly experienced event organiser and has a passion for history, literature and most things with a bit of
ruff. In her day job, she is also an expert in branding and commercial opportunities.

ALY STOTT - Friends of Wolfhall Members Liaison
Aly has always loved English history and when the opportunity of a career break arose she completed a
Diploma in English Local History. Using this and her background in education she became self-employed and
now gives talks and runs workshops in schools on any historical topic she is asked to! Aly will dress up in
costume at the drop of a hat and is excited about the prospect of a new Tudor gown. Aly has experience as
a tour guide at the Merchant’s House in Marlborough and is currently a guide at West Berkshire Museum
where she is also a volunteer for the Education programme. Aly looks after the Friends of Wolfhall
membership, newsletters and book keeping as well as lending a hand with cleaning, events and general
admin.

TIM TATTON-BROWN OBE - Architectural Historian
Tim was born in Nairobi, Kenya, where his father was in the Colonial Service. He then spent most of the first
7 years of his life in Aden, before returning to Kenya, and the Nairobi Primary School in 1954. When his
parents returned to England in 1963, he soon wanted to be a Roman archaeologist, and dug in England,
Italy, Turkey, Libya and Tunisia (Carthage), before becoming the Director of the Canterbury Archaeological
Trust for ten years. Since then he has been a freelance archaeologist and Architectural Historian.

COLIN PAUL - Advisor on Legal Affairs
Colin Paul is a retired solicitor who practiced in the City in the fields of corporate and international financial
law both in private practice, including with Linklaters, and in-house, including with Swiss Bank Corporation
International, before moving on to be a visiting university lecturer, principally with University of the West of
England and SOAS University of London, teaching on post graduate degree courses and legal practice
courses as well as being the author of a legal text book. He is the Heritage Volunteer Representative of The
Arts Society Pewsey Vale.

JESSIE VANBECK - Head of Garden Design Team
Jessie is a hobbyist gardener who, having recently moved to the area, is keen to get involved in the
renovation and re-creation of such romantic and historic gardens as those of Wolfhall. Jessie found
gardening could be a lonely occupation so is loving being involved in a project with so many other talented
people. When not working in the garden Jessie enjoys walking with her terrier, Mina, painting and reading
science fiction novels.

TREVOR NEAL - Marketing and Business Advisor
Trevor's background is in business management and marketing. He got involved at Wolfhall to help Alice
with building a business case. Trevor also helps with legal aspects of the project as well as liaising with
accountants where necessary. Trevor lives very close by, just a walk across a field, and also volunteers at
Crofton Beam Engines where he has helped with marketing including producing a video for them. Due to his
background in digital TV he has been involved in several filming projects and helped arrange the famous
Crofton mini-video last year featuring Phil Harding which you can view by clicking the following link:

https://www.croftonbeamengines.org/crofton-an-introductory-video/

NOT QUITE LEAVING
As Dominic mentioned at the start of this newsletter, our amazing Chair, Alice Macaire, is
off to foreign lands to accompany her husband on a 3 year overseas posting. Alice is still
committed to the project & will continue to be involved via Skype, email, phone & regular
visits. We can't keep her away and nor would we want to! Alice has been instrumental in
getting this project off the ground. We’ll all miss her presence enormously.

Follow The Real Wolfhall @RealWolfhall on Twitter
Every day, millions of people turn to Twitter to connect to their interests, to share information, and find out
what's happening in the world right now. Anyone can read, write and share messages of up to 140
characters including photos on Twitter. To-date we have 164 followers compared to 9 last November. We
try and Tweet every few days or so and when we have information on volunteer days or open days we
advertise these regularly leading up to the events.

If you're new to Twitter, here are the fundamentals you need to know to be able to follow and get in contact
with The Real Wolfhall @RealWolfhall
Mention
Once you've signed up, created an account and chosen a Twitter username, you and others can mention us
in your Tweets by preceding it with the @ symbol, e.g.:
My Granny has just become a Friend of Wolfhall @RealWolfhall
Retweet
If you see a Tweet by us that you want to share, click Retweet below it to forward it to your followers
instantly. We love it when our Tweets get shared as our updates reach more and more people!
Message
If you want to privately Tweet us, start your Tweet with DM or D to direct-message us, e.g.:
DM @RealWolfhall I would like information about parking at your open day

Hashtag
Users often prepend # to words in their Tweets to categorize them for others e.g.:
New information has been discovered about #Tudor #Recipes
Think of hashtags as the theme of your Tweet, users can then click on a hashtag to see other similarlythemed Tweets and find yours in their search.

You can visit Wolfhall's Facebook, Twitter and Website by clicking on the buttons below.

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION POLICY

We will be contacting you shortly with regards to the new General Data Protection Policy
changes that come into force on the 25th May. Please keep an eye out for emails from us as if
you don't respond we won't be able to keep you on our mailing list.

And finally, look what we found in the archives!

